New iFly 520 Delivers Performance, Features and Value in a 5” Touchscreen
Package
McKinney TX, July 22, 2013 – The iFly 520 Aviation GPS, a new 5” brother to
the iFly 720, was announced today by Adventure Pilot, LLC. With an
introductory price of only $399, the new iFly 520 brings forth a new level of
value that boosts additional versatility and portability with a smaller form factor
and its own internal battery. Like its big brother, the iFly 520 is sunlight
readable and provides both VFR and IFR situational awareness in a simple-touse 5” Touchscreen GPS.
Adventure Pilot’s new 5” design accommodates an internal lithium-ion battery along with the internal
WAAS enabled GPS receiver. The iFly 520 includes many advanced features found on the iFly 720.
Performance on the 5” model is based on a 1.3gHz Arm processor and includes an 800 x 480 fullresolution touchscreen that is viewable in bright conditions. Updating via iFly Connect provides a proven
simple and fast update process found on the iFly 700/720 models, with the same affordable VFR and IFR
Data Subscriptions, $69 and $109/yr.
The 520 will support connectivity to many of today’s autopilots and EFIS components via a USB to Serial
cable. The iFly 520 is also targeted to work with many of the ADS-B receivers supporting wired
connections on the market—wired ADS-B support is currently in development and planned for release on
the iFly 520 later this year. Details and compatible devices will soon follow.
The new iFly 520 is offered with a $50 option to add iFly Streets, Adventure Pilot’s turn-by-turn road
navigation suite, making this 5” Sunlight Readable GPS a very viable multi-purpose GPS for Pilots when
traveling. With the 520’s internal battery design, pilots now have untethered power, when 12V or 24V
DC power is not readily available, making the iFly 520 an ultra-affordable choice for a flight bag backup
or non-electric aircraft.
The new 5” form factor measures out at 5.25” x 3.3” x .75”. The GPS (including battery, LCD) is also
lightweight 7.5 ounces and includes a mounting cradle and options for flexibility in mounting. The 520
features an internal 22-channel GPS receiver, providing WAAS accuracy without an external antenna,
though one is optional for panel installs. Included accessories are a suction mount, quick release cradle,
AC adapter, DC adapter, SD card adapter, soft case and 2-month free trial VFR/IFR data subscription.
Additionally, the iFly 520 offers pilots multimedia tools for music, photos as well as
video. Multi-tasking function allows the iFly 520 to play music in the background, while
in GPS navigation mode. The 520 includes a built-in speaker or audio output for
support of device, multimedia and aviation alerts. The iFly 520 by Adventure Pilot will
make its debut at Oshkosh 2013 at only $399.
About Adventure Pilot:
Adventure Pilot LLC designs, manufactures, and markets affordable general aviation solutions to inspire,
inform, and enable a community of passionate pilots to fulfill their desire for aerial adventures. The iFly
GPSTM provides unmatched situational awareness at an outstanding value. In addition, Adventure Pilot
provides information on thousands of destinations and offers the aviation community online planning
tools. Life is in the Journey, it is the destinations you choose that determine your path. For more
information, please visit www.iFlyGPS.com or contact the Marketing Department at 1-888-200-5129.
Adventure Pilot and iFly GPS are trademarks of Adventure Pilot, LLC.
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